VERB TENSE TEST 2
1- The woman _____to explain how she interfered with the
situation when she _______to the police station.
A) tired / was taking
B) had tired / was taking
C) tired / had been taking
D) has tired / would be taken
E) was trying / was taken
2- Three hospitals and four clinics......... ...... to treat the girl's
raging kidney infection because she ............ broke and
lacked medical insurance.
A) had refused / was
C) was refusing / has been
E) would refuse / would be

B) have refused / is being
D) have been refusing / was

3- Tomorrow at 3 p.m. I __________at the board meeting, but I
have a number of reports to be typed tomorrow. I think
I.......... them by then.
A) will speak / will finish
B) will be speaking / will have finished
C) speak / will finish
D) would speak / had finished
E) have been speaking / have finished
4- It has been estimated by the authorities that the most
unusually packaged tourist ............ our country at this time
next week.
A) has visited
D) will be visiting

B) is visiting
C) is to visit
E) has been visited

5- After the Zulus_____________ war, there _________ no way
out the Watcharties to satisfy their community.
A) has declared / can take
B) had declared / was taking
C) will have declared / can take
D) had declared / could have taken
E) was declaring / could have taken
6- A few hours before Putin………………, more than a
thousand protesters ………….near the Kennebunkport
summer house of Bush's father, former President George
H.W. Bush, to vent anger over the Iraq war and U.S. foreign
policy.
A) had arrived / has railed
C) arrived / rallied
E) was arriving / railed

B) will have arrived / rails
D) has arrived / railed

7- As soon as the Republicans ________to prohibit Gonzales
from testifying under oath about illegal wiretapping, the
Democrats on the judiciary committee _____________out.
A) will have voted / walks
B) have voted / walked
C) was voting / must have walked
D) voted / should have walked
E) had been voting / may have walked
8- After decades of campaigning by animal welfare groups,
the E.U. Council of Ministers last month ............. to outlaw
battery cages for hens .
A) would be agreed
B) has agreed
C) agreed
D) had been agreed
E) agree
9- It __________ extremely difficult to determine what
sickness a patient held in the mid 1940s, yet the use of
ultrasound and magnetic resonance since 1945 _______it
easier to diagnose disease
A) has been / has made
B) used to be / has made
C) was / had made
D) had been / were made
E) will have been / has made
10- By the time he______ into Harrold’s conference room, he
____weeks briefing senior military leaders on the report.
A) walked / had spent
B) was walking / have spent
C) had walked / spent
D) will have walked / spends
E) would have walked / had spent
11- Once the Hubble ___________on end on a platform in the
cargo bay, ground control ____ the telescope's solar
panels to roll up
A) will be standing / controls
B) has been standing / will be controlling
C) had been standing / was controlling
D) is standing / will control
E) had raged / battled / is trailed
12- In accordance with the previous reports, whenever the
girls____ through the main gate, these people ________
them to return via another.
A) get out / forced
B) got out / would force
C) had got out / was forcing
D) will get out / force
E) have got out / forced
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13- In this drama, a wrongfully imprisoned man _______no
sooner released than he _____once again being pursued
by the cops.
A) is / is
C) will be / will be
E) was / has been

B) has been / has been
D) had been / had been

14- While the refrigeration trays ……………..in turn to reveal
the bodies of his 10-year-old son, Saad, three of his
brothers and nine of his other close relatives, ………as
they tried to flee through the choking smoke and dust from
the barrage of shells fired by an Israeli artillery battery.
A) had been opened / was loosing
B) have opened / will have lost
C) opened / will be loosing
D) were being opened / lost
E) had been opened / have lost

B) has been
E) will be

C) have been

16- Both the STSS and the SBSS programs _______the US
with limited but much needed space situational awareness
sometime by 2013–2014.
A) will be providing
C) will have provided
E) have been providing

B) have provided
D) will provide

17- Five miles away from the area and an hour or so earlier, the
poverty-stricken and increasingly desperate 1.3 million
residents of Gaza _________what may prove their first real
lifeline since the beginning of international economic
blockade against the new Hamas government they
__________almost 10 months ago
A) had been thrown / had elected
B) have been thrown / were electing
C) has been thrown / elected
D) will have been thrown / have elected
E) was thrown / elected
18- Adults with and without diabetes ________similarly from
the decline in cardiovascular disease (CVD) rates over the
last several decades, according to a study funded by the
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
A) are benefiting
C) have benefited
E) were benefiting

A) came along / have been B) had come along / to be
C) comes alnong / is
D) will have come along / may be
E) has come along / had been
21 - By the time the Vanity Fair photo _____on Gawker Media
hit the store shelves in January, Cox ________Wonkette to
focus on promoting her novel Dog Days.
A) spread / were leaving
C) was spreading / has left
E) spread / had left

B) has spread / has left
D) will be spreading / left

22- The moment children ______awareness, parents _______to
them by word and deed that they must submit to the will of
their parents.

15- It is the first time the species ……….handled by a scientific
team in Iran and that it represents a unique new phase of
WCS's long-term involvement in the country
A) had been
D) were

20 - When the virulent version of an agent _____________, the
immune system ______thus prepared to respond, by
neutralizing the target agent before it can enter cells.

B) benefited
D) had benefited

19 – The state department is going to move all the convicts to
the recently built facility, but they ___________ them in the
ADEC for the time being.
A) are holding
B) have been held
C) would have been held
D) had held
E) were holding

A) developed / should have demonstrated
B) develop / must demonstrate
C) are developed / have demonstrated
D) will be developing / may demonstrate
E) can develop / had been demonstrated
23- The man who killed Rebecca Griego at the University of
Washington before taking his own life Monday
__________in the United States illegally for more than 10
years, immigration officials said Wednesday.
A) has been living
D) had lived

B) lived
C) was living
E) had been living

24- Challenger ____in the second minute of STS-51-L, the
orbiter's tenth mission, on January 28, 1986, when an Oring seal on its right solid rocket booster (SRB) ______.
A) destroyed / has failed
B) had been destroyed / was failing
C) would be destroyed / failed
D) was destroyed / failed
E) has been destroyed / had failed
25- The Music Corporation of America (better known as MCA),
mainly a talent agency, ______a powerful television
producer, renting space at Republic Studios for its Revue
Studios subsidiary by the time all other film making
industries _______on stage.
A) had become / could appear
B) became / have appeared
C) will have become / appeared
D) were becoming / appeared
E) is / have been appeared
26- The new product _________its own niche of the market
recently, but by this time next year, it __________a dismal
failure by all.
A) carves out / is considering
B) will have carved out / had been considered
C) was carving out/ will have been considering
D) carved out / has been considered
E) has carved out / will be considered
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VERB TENSE TEST 2
CEVAP ANAHTARI:
1) E

14) D

2) A

15) B

3) B

16) C

4) D

17) C

5) D

18) C

6) C

19) A

7) D

20) C

8) C

21) E

9) B

22) B

10) A

23) E

11) D

24) D

12) B

25) A

13)A

26) E
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